automobiles and expenditures for automobile operation were inputs into the production of automobile services by the household.
The characterization of the household suggested here yields a utility function which is weakly separable when viewed as a function of commodities purchased on the market. However, viewing commodities purchased as inputs into household production functions suggests further sensible restrictions on the household's utility function. The most important is the tautological but highly fruitful condition that the production function for any good is homogeneous of degree one in all the relevant inputs, including labor used within the household. The latter assumption greatly reduces the number of consumer demand function parameters. It also permits separate study by the usual methods of demand analysis for goods such as food and housing, on the one hand, and the demand for commodities used to produce a particular good, such as food, without reference to income and to the prices of commodities used to produce other goods, on the other. While similar separations in demand analyses have been made many times and justified intuitively, the hypothesis suggested here implies that separation in the way described above involves no approximation error for infinitesimal changes when using conventionally weighted indexes of price and quantity relatives.
The implications of this analysis are similar to those of Strotz's [8] in that total money expenditure on a group of commodities depends only upon money income and indexes of money prices of commodities in each of the commodity groups. Strotz's conclusion follows from what he later characterized as the Charbydis of additivity of branch utility functions [9, p. 485], mine from the Scylla of their homogeneity.3 In other respects, however, the implications of additivity and homogeneity are different. Provided only that the utility function is weakly separable and quasi-concave, the demand function for a commodity in any particular group may be written as a function of real income, the relative prices of all commodities in the particular group, and relative price indexes of all other commodity groups without approximation error for infinitesimal changes. 4 The appropriate price index weights involve the income elasticities of demand for all commodities as well as relative expenditures on them. In addition, the demand for a composite commodity which is an expenditure weighted average of quantity relatives of all commodities in a given group can be expressed in terms of real income and relative price indexes of all commodity groups only.
Additive separability implies that all the other commodity group relative price indexes can be combined into a single index, both for the composite group commodity and for any individual commodity in the group. However, the relative change 3Gorman [5] has demonstrated that, for separable utility functions, the result stated in the first sentence of this paragraph holds only under additivity, homogeneity, or a combination thereof.
4As noted by Pearce [6, p. 512], index number problems are simplified when the demand function is written in terms of real income and relative prices. in quantity demanded in response to the change in the index of all other prices will be different for the different commodities in the group. For this reason, knowledge of the change in quantity of, say, food demanded, says little about the change in the demand for hamburger. If weak separability plus homogeneity is assumed, on the other hand, separate price indexes are required for each of the commodity groups in both individual and composite commodity demand functions. In contrast to additivity, the relative change in quantity demanded which results from a change in any other group price index is the same for all commodities in the given group, and hence the same for the composite commodity as for any individual one. Thus, for any pair of commodities used to produce the same good, the marginal rate of substitution in consumption as usually defined is merely the marginal rate of substitution in household production of the good. As such, it is functionally independent of all commodities not used in the production of good g by the household. The conventionally written utility function U = U(y1 ... ., yj) is thus weakly separable in the sense of Goldman and Uzawa [4] . 5 The elasticities of the consumer demand functions can be readily derived. Since the functions xg are homogeneous of degree one, equiproportional increases in all j in g lead to the same percentage increase in the output of good g and leave all 5 I note that, by viewing groups of commodities as inputs into household production, one would not expect the utility function to be separable in Pearce's sense [6] , namely that the marginal rate of substitution between a pair of inputs used to produce g is also functionally independent of the rate of inputs of all other commodities used to produce g. The substitutability of better stoves for household labor in producing food, for example, is likely to depend upon the relative quantities of different raw or semi-processed food items purchased at the grocery. Letting dpg*j = dp-dp *, the second term in (6) can be rewritten as E i gsg,jSg,ijdpj,j since -j ing Sg,jSg,ij = 0 .
Using (5) 
II
Since it is assumed that the function xg is homogeneous of degree one, it is quite natural to define the quantity of the gth good consumed as6 
dx* = d(pgxg)* -dp* = E sg,jdy7.
j in g
The relative change in the gth good is thus the same weighted average of relative commodity changes as used for computing the price index for the gth good, and so is readily obtainable empirically. In performing the summation of (7) On the hypothesis I am suggesting, then, the common-sense and commonly used procedure of grouping and applying the usual demand formula to analyzing group demand involves no error of approximation for infinitesimal changes when using conventional price and quantity index numbers. (A specification error may exist, of course, if the group is incorrectly specified.) An approximation error, or index number problem, still exists for finite changes. If one knows the parameters of (9) and is willing to assume that tastes for goods and production possibilities for combining commodities into good are unchanged, one can correctly revise the general price index number weights since,
ds* =dxg* + dp -dI* = (Eg-1)dIr* + (1 + Hgg)dp* + E, Hgh dp* (10) 9
>3 Hgj dPh h*g Since (9) is likely to contain relatively few parameters of substantial practical importance, relatively frequent revision of a general price index would be feasible 6 It might be objected here that, since the household is at once a monopolistic buyer from and seller to itself, a bilateral monopoly problem is involved in price determination and hence the measurement of quantity. But since there are no barriers to vertical integration, any difficulties which result from my schizophrenic assumption relate only to division of the gains and not the proper price to charge. The former presents no problems for this analysis since it is not concerned with who shall wash the dishes but only with how many dishes to use and how to wash them. without recourse to expensive consumer expenditure surveys. As equation (12) below demonstrates, this is also true for the group price indexes.
The first two terms of the individual commodity demand function, (7), are seen from (9) to be the quantity of good g demanded, so substitution of (9) The second component of the demand for any individual commodity, the third term of (7), is the differential change in demand for commodity i relative to good g which results from a change in the least costly way to produce good g. The latter, of course, depends only upon the relative prices of commodities used in the production of good g. Thus, having estimated the appropriate group demand function (9), one can then complete the analysis of the demand for any particular commodity without reference to income or to the price of any commodity not used in the production of good g. Again, this can be done with no approximation error using conventional index numbers. To study the demand for meat, for example, as a first stage, one would study the demand for food or protein. Using the first stage estimates, the second stage would be to study the demand for meat relative to, say, protein using only price indexes of meat, fish, fowl, and dairy products as explanatory variables. The group index weights, like the general price index weights, can be readily revised knowing the relevant parameters since (12) ds* = (dp* -dpg) + (dy*-dxg) -sg,i(l + Sg,ii) dp i+ Z Sg,jSg,jdp. j in g j?i
III
The degree of simplification of demand analysis achieved above depends heavily, though not entirely, on the implication of linear homogeneity that income elasticities of demand are the same for all commodities j used to produce good g. Indeed, while casual observation and common sense might be helpful in grouping commodities properly, such grouping might be most easily done objectively on the basis of similarity among estimated income elasticities. At first glance, however, it would seem that the implication of equality of income elasticities within commodity group is readily contradicted by available evidence. 7 Reid argues in her study of housing [7] that the income elasticity of demand for houses exceeds that for house-hold utilities, and one might argue that both are used to produce housing. Similarly, Burstein [2] has estimated the income elasticity of demand for household refrigeration at between + 1 and + 2, which is certainly greater than that for food purchased for use in the home, yet both can be seemingly interpreted as commodities used in the production of food served in the home.
Many such seeming inconsistencies can readily be disposed of by noting that the demand for some commodities purchased by the household is really a composite demand. The household's demand for fuel, say, is a composite of the derived demand for fuel for cooking and fuel for heating, or for fuel used to produce food and fuel used to produce housing. In cases such as these, the commodity inputs yj used in the preceding equation should be interpreted as commodities used for a particular purpose. Letting 
_=* H, sigEg aI* g= S It follows from (13) that if fuel is used to produce both food and housing and the income elasticity of demand for food served in the home is less than that for housing, the income elasticity of demand for housing will exceed that for all fuel.
Other seemingly inconsistent income elasticities may be explained by noting that household labor is an important input into the household production process. On the other hand, it seems quite possible that S0, iL< 0 for food purchased for preparation in the home, since it is reasonable to anticipate that an increase in the amount of purchased food would increase the marginal physical productivity of household labor used in food preparation. Under these conditions, the income elasticity of refrigerator demand would be greater than, and that for purchased food less than, the income elasticity of demand for food served at home as these commodity elasticities are usually measured.8 Thus, by recognizing the composite nature of demand for many commodities and the importance of household labor in production in the home, many seemingly inconsistent demand elasticities might be explained. Indeed, one of the principal uses of the way of looking at consumer demand I am suggesting would be to explain differences in measured demand elasticities of different commodities. However, it is quite possible that, even after taking composite demand and household labor into account, the income elasticity of demand for evening clothes might still exceed that for blue jeans, to use Gorman's [5, p. 475] example. To explain differences such as these using the model I am suggesting, one might introduce an additional good "ostentation" or "luxury," which, presumably, would be a part of the composite demand for evening clothes but not for blue jeans. In like manner, to explain differences in income elasticities of demand for, say, hamburger and beefsteak, one could suppose that the demand for beefsteak is a composite of the derived demands for nourishment and palatability. Presumably, the finer the breakdown of commodities the more such composite demands would have to be introduced, since for all semi-processed food purchased at retail the distinction between nourishment and palatability tends to cancel. And, of course, the finer the breakdown of commodities the greater the needed number of goods in general. When considering all semi-processed food purchased at retail, a single good nourishment might suffice; with a finer breakdown one might need several categories of nourishment such as protein, carbohydrate, etc. Now it will probably be objected at this point that, by defining a sufficient number of goods and interpreting the proviso that the function xg is homogeneous of degree one in all relevant inputs sufficiently broadly, the analysis becomes purely tautological. I readily grant the truth of the statement but not the force of the objection. Tautologies are exceedingly useful if they lead to a simplification of theory in application. The relevant consideration is whether using a sufficient number of tautological definitions of goods and inputs enables one empirically to 8 The fact that the income elasticity of demand for food in restaurants appears to exceed that for food served at home may well result both from composite demand and a differential effect operating through the price of household labor. Food eaten away from home provides both nourishment and entertainment, the latter probably having a higher income elasticity, and food eaten away from home is less household labor intensive than food eaten at home. estimate families of consumer demand functions more accurately and easily than by using other models and their attendant tautologies.
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